STUMP GRINDER

- Powerful 19.5 FPT Generac G-Force Engine.
- Carbide-tipped cutting teeth tackle any size stump.
- Detachable tow bar makes for easy transport.
- Constructed of 12 gauge steel; light weight, durable design.
- Quickly eliminate stumps, expand lawn and field areas, and remove mowing hazards.

FEATURES

- **Generac G-Force Engine:** Powerful, easy starting engines make our stump grinders the natural choice for any task, and are designed for long life.
- **A Cut Above:** Spinning at almost 2,800 rpm, the eight mining-grade tungsten carbide-tipped steel teeth devour a remarkable 360 "bites" per second.
- **Simple and Efficient Operation:** Designed with simple operation in mind, the Generac Pro Stump Grinder quickly finishes the assigned task every time.
- **Detachable Tow Bar:** Makes transport simple. Hitches to any ATV, UTV, or tractor—2 in (51 mm) ball hitch or pin hitch included. Remove the tow bar with a single pin to start working.
### STUMP GRINDER

**MODEL**: ST47019GENG  
**UPC**: 843530005721

## SPECIFICATIONS

### GENERAL
- **CARB Certified**: Yes
- **Assembly Required**: Yes
- **Optimized Using FEA for Strength**: Yes
- **Clutch**: Yes

### CUTTING
- **Tooth RPM**: 2,789
- **Number of Teeth**: 8

### ENGINE
- **Make**: Generac G-Force
- **Engine Type**: OHV
- **Torque**: 19.6 ft-lbs (26.6 Nm)
- **Displacement**: 23.7 in³ (389cc)
- **Starting Type**: Electric
- **Pre-Cleaner**: Yes

### MATERIAL
- **Frame**: 12 gauge
- **Handlebar Style**: Height adjustable (with tools)
- **Cutting Blade**: Replaceable
- **Material Weight**: carbide-tipped teeth

### DIMENSIONS
- **Dimensions**: 51 in x 29 in x 39 in (129.5 cm x 73.7 cm x 99 cm)
- **Weight**: 187 lbs (84.8 kg)

### FUEL SYSTEM
- **Fuel Capacity**: 1.4 gal (5.3 L)
- **Fuel Shutoff Valve**: Yes

### WHEELS/TIRES
- **Dimensions**: 15 in x 4.75 in (38 cm x 12.1 cm)
- **Number of Tires**: 2

### WARRANTY
- **Commercial, Machine and Engine**: 1 year

## AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

Replacement Tooth Kit  
(Eight Teeth Set with Hardware)  
416991  
UPC 843530006131
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